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This is a sweet Gewurztraminer, almost a dessert style... Rich, now fully matured, a wonderful medley of ripe fruits, honey and spice. Layers of flavors are interspersed with acidity that lifts the wine. It’s opulent, delicious and ready to drink. – R.V.

The limestone soils seem to direct the structure of this wine, keeping it tight and formal. The fruit itself is markedly fresh, with a cool pink-grapefruit buzz of flavor and fine tannins that lengthen the zesty spice. Juicy and brisk... – T.T.

Finely wrought, this dry, compact white layers expressive accents of honeycomb, lanolin, iodine and smoke with flavors of poached pear, lemon meringue and green almond. Not your typical Gewürztraminer. – A.N.

Fresh lime and its zest... a hint of sweetness supports its notes of litchi and melon, which fruit pit and citrus peel bitterness helps to balance out for a virtually dry finish... Full and rich ...Fascinating low-tones of smoked meat, pear, and clove in a persistent, if faintly warm finish. – D.S.